Undergraduate Education at UC Santa Barbara presents: 

NATIONAL SCHOLARSHIPS

National Scholarships are merit based, prestigious, and highly competitive!
These unique programs offer life-changing experiences for qualified applicants, including:

Marshall Scholarship
Mitchell Scholarship
Rhodes Scholarship

Fulbright Scholarship
Gates Cambridge Scholarship
Schwarzman Scholarship
Yenching Scholarship

Most national scholarship applications require campus endorsement, which is coordinated by Undergraduate Education.
Investigate these unique opportunities further at: www.duels.ucsb.edu/academics/scholarships/endorsement

Graduate Study

- Marshall Scholarship
  Graduate study in UK
- Rhodes Scholarship
  Graduate study in UK
- Beinecke Scholarship
  Humanities, Arts, or Social Science graduate program support
- Mitchell Scholarship
  Graduate study in Ireland
- Schwarzman Scholarship
  Graduate study in China
- Yenching Scholarship
  Graduate study in China
- Churchill Scholarship
  STEM graduate study in UK

International Affairs

- Boren (NSEP) Scholarships
  National security focused study abroad support
- Carnegie Junior Fellows Program
  Internship in DC, international affairs focused research

Govt. & Public Service

- Strauss Scholarship
  Public service project support
- Truman Scholarship
  Support for public service & policy focused undergrads
- Udall Scholarship
  Environment & Native American Tribal Health focused

STEM Focused

- Goldwater Scholarship
  STEM research focused support for undergrads
- Churchill Scholarship
  Graduate STEM study in UK

Questions? Want to learn more?
Visit: www.duels.ucsb.edu/academics/scholarships/endorsement
Or email: scholarships@ltsc.ucsb.edu
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